
ABOUT MIKE

Mike is an established IT industry leader whose innovative entrepreneurial leadership is global in reach. 
As a trusted advisor, his skills and insights are embodied in decades of successful products and 
programs that are now the cornerstone of healthcare technology practice. Mike brings an engineering 
background and an extensive understanding of today’s healthcare industry nuances to the develop-
ment of public sector and commercial market solutions used in global healthcare markets. He is the 
CEO of MedicaSoft, where he oversees solutions for both government and commercial healthcare 
clients. 

Mike has an extensive background with the U.S. Department of Veterans A�airs (VA) where he is 
helping VA’s Mobile Health program move to an open, standards-based way of managing health 
information using HL7 FHIR APIs for VA mobile health data. In his previous roles, Mike was a Senior 
Advisor for VA, where he helped initiate VA’s innovation program (VA Center for Innovation). While 
there, he de�ned, launched and executed inaugural programs for VA’s $100M innovation e�ort, 
enabling the evaluation and testing of various emerging technologies. He likewise guided programs for 
Electronic Health Records, personal health information, health analytics, mobile health, and telehealth 
systems. Prior to VA, Mike was a senior leader in private and public technology companies including ON 
Semiconductor, AMI Semiconductor, Philsar Semiconductor, and IBM leading the introduction of 
new products while invigorating various legacy product lines. He was an early stage venture investor at 
Kodiak Venture Partners and led the formation and growth of new technology companies in the US 
and Canada. He also led startup market strategy for an early stage startup (Philsar Semiconductor), 
lending way to a successful acquisition by Conexant Systems. 

Mike is also a Founder & Chairman of the Board of the Open Source Electronic Health Record 
Alliance (OSEHRA), a non-pro�t dedicated to advancing open source EHR software and related health 
IT. He serves as a board member at Prime Photonics, a provider of advanced sensor technology for 
aerospace, energy, and industrial markets, and as a member of the Technology Advisory Board for 
Henry Schein. Mike is an international speaker and has appeared on such circuits as POLITICO’s 
Outside-In.

Mike also leads the development and deployment of the United States Postal Service (USPS) Health 
Connect, an employer-based Personal Health Record empowering USPS employees to better manage 
their health. He has led the implementation of the �rst statewide, health information exchange 
(HIE)-based Personal Health Record, using MedicaSoft’s NXT Platform at the Delaware Health Informa-
tion Network (DHIN). This serves as the Community Health Record clinical repository for the DHIN 
which seamlessly supports clinical and claims data at DHIN.

Mike holds a BS and MS in Electrical Engineering from Virginia Tech. In his free time, he enjoys cooking 
and attending Virginia Tech sporting events. He is engaged in mentoring students from his alma mater, 
Virginia Tech, as well as volunteering with several philanthropic organizations.
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“Healthcare belongs to all of us. 
MedicaSoft empowers patients 

and providers to own their 
health and wellness 

information to live better lives."


